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The automotive industry faces unprecedented disruption from
a number of factors simultaneously.

The automotive industry will soon
experience the largest transformation since
the dawn of mass production. This will be
driven by several concurrent influences, but
the overall effect will have a fundamental
impact on the customer, driver, user, use
cases and vehicle types.

At the same time, increasing urbanization and connectivity is driving
the adoption of car- and ride-sharing services. Advanced automated
driving technologies are moving rapidly towards production
readiness, and the business case for fully automated shared vehicles
could soon be attractive for users and operators.

The Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) market
is growing much faster than the overall
automotive industry, and businesses within
the automotive value chain face eventual
obsolescence unless they keep pace with
this paradigm shift.

Connected, automated, shared and electrified (CASE) vehicles are set
to change the face of the traditional automotive industry forever.

A robust strategy is required for such a
transformation, and many future mobility
service providers are looking to conduct
pilot market studies to test potential
market offerings and customer adoption of
their services.

Automotive manufacturers and mobility service providers are
competing for brand recognition, market share and valuable data
from mobility offerings to inform their future business strategy.

In this paper, we present the rationale for
conducting a mobility services pilot market
study, and demonstrate the value of a
pilot market investigation to inform the
future market offerings and in developing a
business case.
By adopting this approach, we believe that
automobile manufacturers and existing
automotive businesses can continue to
compete in the future automotive market
and enjoy sustained revenue growth.

More information about Mike and
the other members of the Mobility
Team are given on the back cover.
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Political factors threaten established trading arrangements; the
‘Dieselgate’ legacy has, at least temporarily, impacted worldwide
diesel passenger car sales; while environmental pressures and
advancing technology are making electrified propulsion an
increasingly credible alternative.
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Automotive manufacturers themselves face the risk of their products
becoming commoditized, with mobility services and software
functionality becoming differentiators.

This data is only of value if it is gathered in a relevant market from
representative customers and use cases, and is of the correct format
to inform the future business case for shared autonomous mobility
services.
To avoid falling behind the motivated competition, operators in
the future mobility services industry are considering strategic and
targeted pilot market studies as a means to gather and verify the
information required.

The shared, autonomous future
Rapid urbanization, decreasing personal car ownership and
increasingly competitive pricing is driving the global market for
Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS), which is growing at around five times
the rate of the total automotive industry. Ricardo estimates that the
MaaS market will be worth more than USD12 trillion by 2030 (see
Figure 1).

Ricardo estimates that the MaaS
market will be worth more than
USD2 trillion by 2030

Figure 1: Ricardo’s global Mobility-as-a-Service market forecast

The complementary nature of connected car and automated driving
technologies, with car- and ride-sharing services, means that the
mass-market adoption of these services is likely to be driven by
the benefits of new functionality to convenience and total cost of
ownership.
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connectivity, supported by fast 5G data services and blockchain
payment authentication, is developing in parallel to Level-4
automated driving technology, and the insurance models and
legislation that allows driverless vehicles on public roads. The
interoperability supports the economically viable introduction of
robotic taxis, automated shuttles and delivery drones for urban
environments. Ricardo believes that MaaS will be a viable business
from around 2022 (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Roadmap for connected and shared mobility services
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1 Where USD is the US dollar
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Market strategy for mobility services
One potential scenario for the future automotive industry is that it
develops to resemble the air travel industry (see Figure 3), where
automobile manufacturers would predominantly sell vehicles to
businesses that provide a transport solution to the end customer.
This business model brings opportunities for new entrants to the
industry. Manufacturers, suppliers, dealers and other businesses in
the existing automotive industry will be forced to decide which role
they wish to play in the future mobility industry.

A pilot market study is the most efficient and reliable method to test
the proposed offering.
One structured method for planning a pilot market study is:
• Confirm whether the brand position is suited to mobility services.
• Identify suitable markets/locations for shared mobility services.
• Generate discrete brand- and market-suitable customer use cases.
• Establish data required to inform the business case for the
proposed market offering.

The acceptance of a particular brand, be that automotive original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) or mobility service provider, by
specific customer types for defined use cases should be tested to
ensure this future offering is tenable.
Figure 3: Example of existing automotive versus air travel industry model
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Figure 4: Ricardo’s mobility services desirability index for
European markets
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Examples of factors to consider:
• Market size for mobility services (number of customers).
• Customer ability and willingness to pay.
• Legislation and incentives.
• Total cost of personal vehicle ownership.
• Competitive landscape for mobility services.
• Mobility value chain completeness, supporting services.

Ricardo has developed a weighted scoring model that, when
applied to the European Union, identified the most desirable
markets for automated, shared mobility services (see Figure 4).

Desirability index

A weighted combination of macro-economic trends, local
considerations and customer feedback can be used to test
and rank the desirability of potential mobility service markets
in which to run a pilot study.

Pilot market investigation insights

By conducting an in-market investigation, it is possible to establish
a business case, high-level fleet requirements, vehicle specifications
and infrastructure considerations for relevant use cases.
A recent pilot market investigation conducted by Ricardo in
Paris generated the high-value outputs shown in Table 1 and
demonstrated the valuable information that can be established
from such an initiative.

Revenue potential
The number of customer journeys-per-use case and pricing
structure can be used to estimate the overall market value for
future mobility services.
Figure 5: Ricardo’s competitive mobility services pricing
benchmark data for the Paris market

Table 1: Typical high-value outputs from a pilot market
investigation

•
•
•
•

Total MaaS market size.
Market size per use case.
Competitive pricing model.
Stop/wait infrastructure.		

Customer needs
•
•
•
•
•

Journeys-by-use case.
Customer types.
Typical travel distance.
Maximum walking distance.
Journey efficiency.

Cost per km

Business case

Competitive position – short hop
Competitive position – commute

Benchmarked mobility service pricing models

Figure 6: Ricardo’s estimate of market size for specific mobility
service use cases in the Paris market
Food delivery
School transfer

Vehicle fleet

Sight-seeing

•
•
•
•
•

Hospital transfer

Driving speed.
Passenger capacity.
Driving range.
Fleet size.
Competitive stop/wait time.

Hotel transfer
Short hop A-B
Medium distance
urban

Market size by revenue potential
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Customer needs

Synthetic journey model

Customer purchasing behaviours for mobility services are driven
predominantly by the cost of convenience.

A to B convenience and overall price are the key customer mobility
service selection criteria. It is highly beneficial to generate an
understanding of the complete journey profile to inform the
required service offering.

Only by assessing customer types and usage patterns is it
possible to characterize the ‘convenience’ of A to B journeys that
include booking, waiting and transfer times. Due to the nearinfinite potential for A to B journeys in a given market, a statistical
approach was applied to generate a metric for overall journey
efficiency that could be used to inform fleet, infrastructure and
commercial considerations.
Figure 7: Overall journey efficiency competitiveness
assessment for Paris market

The information gathered from a pilot market investigation can
be used to generate a synthetic full journey model, informing
the required vehicle specifications, fleet size and embarkation/
disembarkation strategy.

Figure 8: Example synthetic journey models for two popular
mobility use cases
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Business case
Having a synthetic journey model enables mobility service
providers to determine the headline factors contributing to the
overall business case for deployment of shared mobility services
into a given market. Comparison of this business case in a
number of territories would support the next step, which could
include a pilot market trial with a captive fleet of vehicles.
The following elements of the potential business case can be
informed by a pilot market investigation of the type conducted
by Ricardo:
• Candidate market(s).
• Target customer types.
• Revenue potential by use case and for total market.
• Competitive landscape, informing addressable market.
• Pricing concept.
• Vehicle specifications, informing vehicle research and
development, and cost per vehicle.
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• Fleet size, informing capital investment in vehicles.
• Infrastructure for vehicle stops/passenger waiting areas,
informing capital investment.
• Vehicle energy and fuel consumption, partially informing
running costs.
• Additional enablers and barriers to adoption for the specific
territory.
Where new entrants to the sector are not providing all services
within the value chain, collaborative partner enquiries should be
made to establish additional costs and revenue opportunities.
Ricardo is experienced in value-chain mapping and
identifying potential collaboration partners, and will gladly
offer this service to mobility service providers.

Conclusions
The automotive value chain of the future
offers significant revenue opportunities for
mobility service providers. The business case for
automated mobility services will be positive from
around 2022.
To establish a positive business case to support
a business transformation strategy and route to
market, a pilot market study is recommended.
Such a study can require significant investment
and may be of reduced value if the intended
market and customer use cases are not robustly
tested in advance.
A recent investigation of the Paris market,
conducted by Ricardo, demonstrated the
strategic value that can be derived from such an
initiative.
Ricardo offers this service and a more
detailed analysis of data already collected
to its customers, and will gladly consider a
consortium approach to several pilot market
investigations.
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